
UKMARC tags and fields 
Tag 800 - 945 : Series Access Points / References  
 
 

Field 800 : Personal Name Series Added Entry Heading  

The 800 field allows added entry points to be made in the catalogue under the name of the 

person responsible for all the items within the series described in field 490 or 532, 

together with the title of the series. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Name of person entered under given name 

1 0  

  

Name of person entered under a title of 
nobility, a surname, or under an element of the 
name that identifies the individual and 
functions as a surname 

3 0   Name of family 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR) 

$c     Dates – printing (NR) 

$e     Roman numerals – first indicator 0 (NR) 

      Additions to name appearing between the 
entry element and other parts of the name – 
first indicator 1 (NR) 

$f     Additions to name other than dates (NR) 

$h     Inverted element of name - Western names 
personal element of name - Oriental names 
(NR) 

$k     Spelled out form of name – printing (NR) 

$l     Parenthetical general designation (NR) 

$q     Spelled out form of name – non-printing (NR) 

$r     Dates – non-printing (NR) 

$t     Title in name-title series added entry heading: 
title access required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title series added entry heading: 
no title access required (NR) 

$v     Number within series (NR) 

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$y     Designation of function (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 

Notes  

1. The field is used only when field 490 (first indicator 1) is present 

or when field 532 is present.  

2. Subfield $d was deleted from the format with effect from January 

1997. Formerly it was used only after subfields $e (first indicator 

1 or 2) or $f.  

3. First indicator 2 is no longer used.  



BNB Practice  

1. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

2. Subfields $q, $r, $y and $z are not used.  

3. Non-filing characters occurring at the beginning of data in 

subfields $t and $u are omitted  

Examples 

1. (Cadfael chronicles ; 16) 

Peters, Ellis, 1913-. Cadfael chronicles ; 16 

490.10$aCadfael chronicles$v16 

800.10$aPeters$hEllis$c1913-$tCadfael chronicles$v16  

2. Rhialto the Marvellous / Jack Vance 

(Dying earth series) 

Vance, Jack, 1916-. Dying earth series 

245.10$aRhialto the Marvellous$dJack Vance 

490.10$aDying earth series 

800.10$aVance$hJack$c1916-$tDying earth series  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 810 : Corporate Name Series Added Entry Heading  

The 810 field contains headings for added entry points to be made in the catalogue under 

the name of the corporate body responsible for all the items within the series described in 

field 490 or 532, together with the title of the series. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

1 0    Government name  

2 0    Corporate name other than government  

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR) 

$c 
    

Subordinate or related body, subordinate 
conference or subordinate government agency 
or official 

$e     Additions to name 

$i     Number of conference, etc. (NR)  

$k     Date of conference, etc. (NR)  

$j     Location of conference, etc. (NR) 

$p     Location added to name – non-printing (NR) 

$q     Inverted term denoting incorporation, etc. (NR) 

$t     Title in name-title series added entry heading: 
title access required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title series added entry heading: 
no title access required (NR) 

$v     Number within series (NR) 

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$y     Designation of function (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 

Note  

The field is used only when field 490 (first indicator 1) is present or when field 532 is 

present.  

BNB Practice  

1. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

2. Subfields $y and $z are not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

(Department of the Environment illustrated souvenir guide) 
Great Britain. Department of the Environment. Department of the Environment illustrated 
souvenir guide 
490.10$aDepartment of the Environment illustrated souvenir guide 
810.10$aGreat Britain$cDepartment of the Environment$tDepartment of the 
Environment illustrated souvenir guide  

 
 
 



Field 811 : Conference or Event Name Series Added Entry Heading  

The 811 field contains headings for added entry points to be made in the catalogue under 

the name of the conference, meeting, exhibition or fair as corporate body responsible for 

all the items within the series described in field 490 or 532, together with the title of the 

series. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    
 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR) 

$c     Subdivision of conference, etc.  

$e 
    

Additions to name – other than number, 
location and date  

$i     Number (NR)  

$k     Date (NR)  

$j     Location (NR) 

$t     Title in name-title series added entry heading: 
title access required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title series added entry heading: 
no title access required (NR) 

$v     Number within series (NR) 

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$y     Designation of function (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 

Note  

The field is used only when field 490 (first indicator 1) is present or when field 532 is 

present.  

BNB Practice  

Subfields $y and $z are not used in BNBMARC records. 

Example 

(Proceedings of the Irvine Conference on Probability and Causation ; v.1) 
Irvine Conference on Probability and Causation (1985 : University of California at Irvine). 
Proceedings of the Irvine Conference on Probability and Causation ; v.1 
490.10$aProceedings of the Irvine Conference on Probability and Causation$vv.1 
811.00$aIrvine Conference on Probability and Causation$k1985 $jUniversity of 
California at Irvine$tProceedings of the Irvine Conference on Probability and 
Causation$vv.1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 840 : Series Title Added Entry Heading 

This field contains headings for added entry points to be made in the catalogue under the 

name of the series described in field 490 or 532. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0     
 

  0-9 
  

Number of non-filing characters at the 
beginning of the title  

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Series title (NR) 

$l 
    

Alphabetic or numeric designation and/or title 
of subseries  

$v     Number within series (NR) 

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 

Note  

The field is used only when field 490 (first indicator 1) is present or when field 532 is 

present.  

BNB Practice  

Subfields $z is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Examples 

1. ([Harry Harden polka series for orchestra]) 

Harry Harden polka series for orchestra 

490.10$a[Harry Harden polka series for orchestra] 

840.00$aHarry Harden polka series for orchestra  

2. (BSAP occasional publication ; no.18) 

Occasional publication (British Society of Animal Production) ; 

no.18 

490.10$aBSAP occasional publication$vno.18 

840.00$aOccasional publication (British Society of Animal 

Production)$vno.18<  

3. Originally issued in the series: Languages of the world. Materials. 

Dictionaries 

Languages of the world. Materials. Dictionaries  

532.00$aOriginally issued in the series: Languages of the 

world. Materials. Dictionaries 

840.00$aLanguages of the world$lMaterials$lDictionaries  



4. (Round table series ; 42) 

Round table series (Royal Society of Medicine Press), ISSN 0268-

3091 ; 42  

490.10$aRound table series$v42 

840.00$aRound table series (Royal Society of Medicine 

Press)$w0268-3091$v42 

The added entry for the series is in the form of a unique 

structured serial title. The ISSN does not appear on the piece, 

and is therefore not recorded in field 490.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 856 : Electronic Location and Access  

The 856 field contains the information required to locate an electronic item and retrieve it 

by the access method identified by the value of the first indicator. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0     Email 
1     FTP  

2     Remote login (Telnet) 

3     Dial-up 

4     HTTP 

7     Method specified in subfield $y 

  0   Resource 

  1   Version of resource 

  2   Related resource 

  8   No display constant generated  

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Host name 

$b     Access number  

$c     Compression information 

$d     Path 

$f     Electronic filename 

$s     File size 

$g     Uniform resource name 

$h     Processor of request (NR) 

$i     Instruction or command 

$j     Bits per second (NR) 

$k     General use password (NR) 

$l     Logon/login (NR) 

$m     Contact for access assistance 

$n     Name of location of host in subfield $a (NR) 

$o     Operating system (NR) 

$p     Port (NR) 

$q     File transfer mode (NR) 

$r     Settings for transferring data (NR) 

$t     Terminal emulation 

$u     Uniform Resource Locator (NR) 

$v     Hours of availability 

$w     Record control number 

$x     Non-public note 

$y     Access method (NR) 

$z     Public note 

Notes  

1. The field is repeated when there is more than one location or 

access method. It is also repeated whenever the electronic 

filename varies (subfield $f), except when a single intellectual 

item is divided into different parts for online storage or retrieval.  



2. The second indicator is used to describe the relationship of the 

field to the rest of the bibliographic description. Value 0 indicates 

that the electronic location in field 856 is for the same resource 

described by the record as a whole. The display constant 

Electronic resource: may be generated. Value 1 indicates that the 

location in field 856 is for an electronic version of the resource 

described by the record, i.e. the item represented by the 

bibliographic record is not electronic but an electronic version is 

available. The display constant Electronic version: may be 

generated. Value 2 indicates that the location in field 856 is for 

an electronic resource that is related to the item described by the 

record. The display constant Related electronic resource: may be 

generated.  

3. Subfield $b can contain the Internet Protocol (IP) numeric 

address if the item is an Internet resource, or a telephone 

number if dial-up access is provided through a telephone line. 

Subfield $b may be repeated if all the other information in the 

field applies. A telephone number is recorded as follows: [country 

code]-[area code]-[telephone number], e.g. 61-49-215833 (a 

number in New South Wales, Australia); 1-202-7076237 (a 

number in Washington, D.C.). If an extension is applicable, 

include it after the telephone number preceded by 'x', e.g. 1-703-

3589800x515.  

4. Subfield $f contains the electronic name of a file as it exists in 

the directory or subdirectory indicated in subfield $d on the host 

identified in subfield $a. Subfield $f may be repeated if a single 

logical file has been divided into parts and stored under different 

names. In this case, the separate parts should constitute a single 

bibliographic item. In all other cases, a file that may be retrieved 

under different filenames contains multiple occurrences of field 

856, each with its corresponding electronic name in subfield $f. A 

filename may include wildcard characters (e.g. * or ?), with a 

note in subfield $z explaining how the files are named. Subfield 

$f may also contain the name of the electronic publication or 

conference.  

5. Subfield $g contains the name of the last physical file in an 

ordered sequence when the resource is contained in more than 

one physical file. This subfield is used when repetition of subfield 

$f is not possible.  



6. Subfield $h contains the username, or processor of the request; 

this is usually the data which precedes the @ symbol in the host 

address.  

7. Subfield $i contains an instruction or command needed for the 

remote host to process a request.  

8. Subfield $j contains the lowest and/or the highest number of bits 

of data that can be transmitted per second when connected to a 

host.  

9. Subfield $k is used to record passwords for general use, and 

should not contain passwords requiring security. Specific 

instructions concerning the passwords should be recorded in 

subfield $z.  

10. Subfield $l is used to record logon/login strings which do not 

require special security.  

11. Subfield $o contains the operating system used by the host 

specified in subfield $a. Conventions for the path and filenames 

may be dependent on the operating system of the host. For the 

operating system of the resource itself (i.e. the item represented 

by the title recorded in field 245), rather than the operating 

system of the host making it available, field 753 (Technical 

Details Access to Computer Files) is used. Field 753 has not yet 

been adopted by the UKMARC format.  

12. Subfield $p contains the portion of the address that identifies a 

process or service in the host.  

13. Subfield $q is used to identify the file transfer mode, which 

determines how data is transferred through a network. Binary or 

text mode will be the usual options.  

14. The settings in subfield $r include: 

• Parity (the parity checking technique used)  

• Number Data Bits (the number of bits per character)  

• Number Stop Bits (the number of bits to signal the end of a byte)  

The values for parity are:  

O (Odd), E (Even), N (None), S (Space), and M (Mark). 

15. Subfield $s contains the size of the file, in 8-bit bytes or octets, 

as stored under the filename in subfield $f. It may be repeated 

where the filename is repeated and directly follows the subfield $f 

to which it applies. This information is not given for serials, since 

field 856 relates to the entire title, not to particular issues.  



16. Subfield $u contains the Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which 

provides electronic access data in a standard syntax. This data 

can be used for automated access to an electronic item using one 

of the Internet protocols. A URL can be created from the 

concatenation of data held in separate subfields within the field. 

Subfield $u may be repeated if the other information in the field 

applies.  

17. When the first indicator value is 7, subfield $y contains the 

access method as specified in Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), 

a list published by the Uniform Resource Identifiers Working 

Group of the IETF. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 

(IANA) maintains a registry of URL schemes and defines the 

syntax and use of new schemes.  

Examples 

1. 856.10$awuarchive.wustl.edu$cdecompress with 

PKUNZIP.exe$d/mirrors2/win3/ 

games$fatmoids.zip$xcannot verify because of transfer 

difficulty  

2. 856.42$uhttp://ifla.org/VI/3/p1996-1$cRequires Adobe 

Acrobat Reader$fconcise.pdf 

856.42$uhttp://ifla.inist.fr/VI/3/p1996-1$cRequires Adobe 

Acrobat Reader $fconcise.pdf 

The record describes the printed UNIMARC Manual. The concise 

UNIMARC bibliographic format is a related online resource (second 

indicator 2). ifla.inist.fr is a mirror site. <  

3. 856.10$uftp://path.net/pub/docs/urn2urc.ps 

856.70$uhttp://lcweb.loc.gov/catdir/semdigdocs/seminar 

.html$yhttp  

4. 856.20$apac.carl.org$b192.54.81.128$mCARL Situation 

Room$mhelp@CARL.org $nCARL Systems Inc., Denver, 

CO$v24 hours  

5. 856.30$alocis.loc.gov$b140.147.254.3$mlconline@loc.gov$t

3270$tline mode (e.g., vt 100)$vM-F 6:00 a.m.-21:30 p.m. 

USA EST, Sat. 8:30-17:00 USA EST, Sun. 13:00-17:00 USA 

EST  

6. 856.20$amaine.maine.edu$nUniversity of Maine$t3270  

7. 856.10$awuarchive.wustl.edu$dmirrors/info-

mac/util$fcolor-system-icons.hqx$s16874 bytes 

856.00$akeptvm.bitnet$facadlist file1$s34,989 



bytes$facadlist file2$s32,876 bytes$facadlist file3$s23987 

bytes  

8. 856.30$b1-202-7072316$j2400-9600$nLibrary of 

Congress, Washington, DC$oUNIX$rE-7-

1$tvt100$zRequires logon and password  

Dial-up numbers with related settings for terminal emulation.  

9. 856.10$aarchive.cis.ohio-

state.edu$dpub/comp.sources.Unix/volume 10 

$fcomobj.lisp.10.Z$qbinary  

10. 856.10$aunmvm.bitnet$lanonymous  

11. 856.10$aseq1.loc.gov$d/pub/soviet.archive$fk1famine.bk

g$n 

Library of Congress, Washington, DC$oUNIX  

12. 856.20$amadlab.sprl.umich.edu$nUniversity of Michigan 

Weather Underground$p3000  

13. 856 00$auccvma.bitnet$fIR-L$hListserv$isubscribe  

14. 856.00$b1-202-7072316$j2400-9600$nLibrary of 

Congress, Washington, DC $oUNIX$rE-7-1  

15. 856.10$asunx.loc.gov$dLCPP04A$f4A49751$g4A49755  

16. 856.10$aharvarda.harvard.edu$kguest  

17. 856.00$auicvm.bitnet$fAN2  

18. 856.00$akentvm.bitnet$facadlist file1$facadlist 

file2$facadlist file3  

19. 856.20$aanthrax.micro.umn.edu$b128.101.95.23 

Host name and Internet Protocol numeric address.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 886 : Foreign MARC Information Field  

The 886 field contains data from foreign MARC records for which there are no 

corresponding UKMARC fields. It is used when converting foreign MARC records into the 

UKMARC format.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0     Leader 
1     Control fields (002-009) 

2     Variable data fields (010-999) 

  0   Undefined 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Tag of the foreign MARC field (NR) 

$b     Content of the foreign MARC field (NR) 

$w     Source of the foreign MARC field (NR)  

Notes  

1. Subfield $a is not used if first indicator value is 0.  

2. Subfield $a contains the three character tag.  

3. The content of subfield $b contains either the 24 characters of 

the leader, the entire content of the foreign MARC tag Control 

Field, or the entire content, including indicators, subfield codes 

(a-z, 0-9) and data, of the foreign MARC variable data field (010-

999).  

4. If the value of the first indicator is 2, then the first two characters 

in subfield $b will be the indicator values of the foreign MARC 

tag.  

5. Subfield $w is the first subfield, when present. It contains the 

code, taken from the MARC Code list for relators, sources, 

description conventions, Library of Congress, 2000 

(http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc/relators/) that identifies the foreign 

MARC format.  

Examples 

1. 006 a####e|b####000#0# 

886.10$wMARC$a006$ba####e#b####000#0#  

UKMARC does not have an equivalent of the MARC 21 field 006 

'Fixed-length data elements - additional material characteristics'. 

This is a 006 for a bibliography.  

2. 033.10$a19779115$a19770210$bcp5$b3804$cN4 

886.20$wMARC$a033$b10?$a19779115$a19770210$bcp

5$b3804$cN4 



UKMARC does not have an equivalent of the MARC 21 field 033 

Date/Time and Place of an Event.  

 

Field 890 : Series Area - Working Title  

The 890 field contains headings for title access points in a form convenient to the 

cataloguing agency for titles which are not transcribed from the item (for which fields 

440/490 are used), and which are not in an added entry heading form (for which fields 

440/800-840 are used). 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    
 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Series title (NR) 

$v     Number within series (NR)  

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$s     Code for the library or institution now holding 
the item (NR)  

Note  

The code in subfield $s should be taken from Directory of library codes. New ed. (Boston 

Spa: British Library, Document Supply Centre, 1995). If the library holds more than one 

copy of the item, the pressmark is included, separated from the code by a colon. 

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Examples 

1. 490.00$aTravel, lifestyles and health working paper$vno 4 

890.00$aTravel lifestyles and health working papers$vno 

4$sXY/N-1  

2. 840.00$aThe BBC charter review series$v6 

890.00$aBBC charter review series$v6$sXY/N-1  

3. 840.00$aSyntax and semantics$vv.27 

890.00$aSyntax and semantics$vvol 27$sXY/N-  

4. 440.00$aSafety series$lSafety practices$vno.50-P-9 

890.00$sSafety series- International Atomic Energy 

Agency -Safety practices-$vno 50-P-9$sXY/N-1  

 
 



Field 900 : Reference From a Personal Name  

The 900 field is used to create a reference from one form of personal name heading to 

another, preferred, form of heading. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0   
  
Name of person entered under given 
name 

1   

  

Name of person entered under a title of 
nobility, a surname, or under an element of the 
name that identifies the individual and 
functions as a surname 

3     Name of family 

  0    Reference from a personal name 

  1  
  

Reference from a personal name resulting from 
application of alternative rule AACR2 22.3C2 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a 
    

Entry element (first occurrence) 
Data following name from which reference is 
being made (second or subsequent occurrence)  

$c     Dates - printing (NR)  

$e     Roman numerals - first indicator 0 (NR) 

      Additions to name appearing between the 
entry element and other parts of the name - 
first indicator 1 (NR) 

$f     Additions to name other than dates (NR) 

$h     Inverted element of name – Western names 
personal element of name – Oriental names 
(NR) 

$k     Spelled out form of name – printing (NR) 

$l     Parenthetical general designation (NR) 

$q     Spelled out form of name - non-printing (NR) 

$r     Dates - non-printing (NR) 

$u     Title element in name-title reference (NR) 

$x     Referral element 

$z     Identification of field to which reference is 
being made 

Notes  

1. Each record begins with a subfield $a containing the entry 

element. The first subfield $x contains the text of the referral, 

e.g. See. A further $a introduces the data to which reference is 

being made. Subsequent occurrences of subfields $a or $x serve 

to introduce data which is intended to be typographically distinct 

from the earlier text, e.g. in italic.  

2. At least one subfield $z is present in the field. It contains the tag 

(and repeat and level if non-zero) of the field which generated 

the reference.  



3. Non-filing characters occurring at the beginning of subfield $u are 

omitted.>  

4. No full stop is input immediately preceding the first occurrence of 

subfield $x, nor is a full stop generated at output.  

5. Subfield $d was deleted from the format with effect from January 

1997. Formerly it was used only after subfields $e (first indicator 

1 or 2) or $f.  

6. First indicator 2 is no longer used.  

BNB Practice  

1. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

2. Italicisation is used in BNBMARC records to distinguish between 

the entry element in the first subfield $a and the referral in the 

subfield $x which follows. Italicisation is also used to distinguish 

between the entry element of the term being referred to, and the 

text which follows in subsequent occurrences of the $a or $x 

subfields.  

Examples 

1. Bon Viveur. For separate works by the authors using this 

pseudonym see Cradock, Fanny : Cradock, Johnny 

900.00$aBon Viveur.$xFor separate works by the authors 

using this pseudonym see$aCradock, Fanny : Cradock, 

Johnny$z100  

2. Andrews, Virginia, 1933- 

Andrews The New Virginia See also Andrews, Virginia, 1933- 

100.10$aAndrews$hVirginia$c1933- 

900.10$aAndrews$eThe New$hVirginia$xSee 

also$aAndrews, Virginia, $x1933-$z100  

3. Merrythought, Elizabeth 

Rn: Elizabeth Senogles 

Senogles, Elizabeth See Merrythought, Elizabeth 

100.10$aMerrythought$hElizabeth 

790.00$aRn: Elizabeth Senogles 

900.10$aSenogles$hElizabeth$xSee$aMerrythought, 

Elizabeth$z100$z800  

4. Josephine Raw, Sister 

Raw, Josephine See Josephine Raw,Sister 

700.00$aJosephine Raw$fSister 



900.10$aRaw$hJosephine$xSee$aJosephine 

Raw,$xSister$z700  

5. Reilly, William, 1908-1973 

Rn: John Creasey 

Creasey, John, 1908-1973 For this author under other names see 

Reilly, William 

Reilly, William, 1908-1973 For this author under other names see 

Creasey, John, 1908-1973 100.10$aReilly$hWilliam$c1908-

1973 

790.00$aRn: John Creasey  

900.10$aCreasey$hJohn$c1908-1973$xFor this author 

under other names see$aReilly, William$z100  

900.10/1$aReilly$hWilliam$c1908-1973$xFor this author 

under other names see$aCreasey, John,$x1908-

1973$z100  

6. Tolkien, J. R. R. (John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973. Lord of the 

rings. 2 The two towers See Tolkien, J. R. R. (John Ronald 

Reuel), 1892-1973. The two towers  

900.10$aTolkien$hJ. R. R. $kJohn Ronald Reuel$c1892-

1973$uLord of the rings. 2 The two 

towers$xSee$aTolkien, J. R. R. (John Ronald 

Reuel),$x1892-1973.$aThe two towers$z100  

Author-title reference.  

7. Baine, John Charles See Attila, the Stockbroker 

900.10$aBaine$hJohn Charles$xSee$aAttila,$xthe 

Stockbroker$z700  

8. Cooke, Rupert Croft- See Croft-Cooke, Rupert 

Bruce, Leo For works of this author published under other names 

see Croft-Cooke, Rupert 900.10$aCooke$hRupert Croft-

$xSee$aCroft-Cooke, Rupert$z100 

900.10/1$aBruce$hLeo$xFor works of this author 

published under other names see$aCroft-Cooke, 

Rupert$z100  

9. Teng, Hsiao-p´ing See Deng, Xiaoping, 1904-  

900.11$aTeng$hHsiao-p´ing$xSee$aDeng, 

Xiaoping,$x1904-$z600 

The reference is from a form of name that has become well 

established in English- language reference sources to a form 

resulting from the systematic application of the romanization 

scheme (in this case Pinyin) used by the British Library. The 

reference is given the second indicator 1.  



10. Hooper, Bill 

Raff See also Hooper, Bill  

977950 See also Hooper, Bill  

De Barri, K. (Kinsman) See also Hooper, Bill  

Hooper, Bill For works of this author entered under other names, 

search also under De Barri, K. (Kinsman) ; Raff ; 977950  

100.10$aHooper$hBill  

900.00$aRaff$xSee also$aHooper, Bill$z100  

900.00/1$a977950$xSee also$aHooper, Bill$z100  

900.10/2$aDe Barri$hK.$kKinsman$xSee also$aHooper, 

Bill$z100 900.10/3$aHooper$hBill$xFor works of this 

author entered under other names, search also under$aDe 

Barri, K. (Kinsman)$a; Raff $a; 977950$z100  

11. Isaac (Biblical patriarch)  

Yitshak See Isaac (Biblical patriarch)  

600.00$aIsaac$lBiblical patriarch  

900.00$aYitshak$xSee$aIsaac$x(Biblical patriarch)$z600  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 910 : Reference From a Corporate Name  

The 910 field is used to create a reference from one form of corporate name heading to 

another, preferred, form of heading. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Inverted corporate name  

1 0    Government name 

2 0    Corporate name  

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a 
    

Entry element (first occurrence) 
Data following name from which reference is 
being made (second or subsequent occurrence)  

$c 
    

Subordinate or related body, subordinate 
conference or subordinate government agency 
or official  

$e     Additions to name  

$g     Part of name other than the entry element and 
the inverted element (NR)  

$h     Inverted element (NR) 

$i     Number of conference, etc. (NR) 

$k     Date of conference, etc. (NR) 

$j     Location of conference, etc. (NR)  

$p     Location added to name – non-printing (NR) 

$q     Inverted term denoting incorporation, etc. (NR) 

$u     Title element (NR) 

$x     Referral element 

$z     Identification of field to which reference is 
being made 

Notes  

1. Each record begins with a subfield $a containing the entry 

element. The first subfield $x contains the text of the referral, 

e.g. See. A further $a introduces the data to which reference is 

being made. Subsequent occurrences of subfields $a or $x serve 

to introduce data which is intended to be typographically distinct 

from the earlier text, e.g. in italic.  

2. First indicator 0 is used for references from corporate names 

beginning with the form of an inverted personal name. 

References from corporate names which include an inverted term 

denoting incorporation, etc. (subfield $q) are given the first 

indicator 2.  

3. Non-filing characters occurring at the beginning of subfield $u are 

omitted.  

BNB Practice 



Italicisation is used in BNBMARC records to distinguish between the entry element in the 

first subfield $a and the referral in the subfield $x which follows. Italicisation is also used 

to distinguish between the entry element of the term being referred to, and the text which 

follows in subsequent occurrences of the $a or $x subfields.  

Examples 

1. ANPA See Alternative Natural Philosophy Association 

910.20$aANPA$xSee$aAlternative Natural Philosophy 

Association$z710 

The reference is linked to an added entry heading field.  

2. United Kingdom See Great Britain 

910.10$aUnited Kingdom$xSee$aGreat Britain$z710  

3. Queen Elizabeth 2 (Ship) 

QE2 (Ship) See Queen Elizabeth 2 (Ship) 

610.20$aQueen Elizabeth 2$eShip 

910.20$aQE2$eShip$xSee$aQueen Elizabeth 

2$x(Ship)$z610 

4. Great Britain. Energy Efficiency Office 

Energy Efficiency Office See Great Britain. Energy Efficiency 

Office 

Great Britain. Department of Energy. Energy Efficiency Office See 

Great Britain. Energy Efficiency Office 

710.11$aGreat Britain$cEnergy Efficiency Office 

910.20$aEnergy Efficiency Office$xSee$aGreat 

Britain.$xEnergy Efficiency Office$z710 

910.10/1 $aGreat Britain$cDepartment of Energy$cEnergy 

Efficiency Office$xSee$aGreat Britain.$xEnergy Efficiency 

Office$z710  

5. Drewry (H. P.) (Shipping Consultants) See H.P. Drewry (Shipping 

Consultants) 

910.00$aDrewry$hH. P.$g(Shipping 

Consultants)$xSee$aH.P. Drewry (Shipping 

Consultants)$z110  

6. Foreign Office See Great Britain. Foreign Office 

Great Britain. Foreign and Commonwealth Office. For the bodies 

which merged to form this Office see Great Britain. 

Commonwealth Office : Great Britain. Foreign Office 

910.20$aForeign Office$xSee$aGreat Britain.$xForeign 

Office$z110 

910.10/1$aGreat Britain$cForeign and Commonwealth 

Office.$xFor the bodies which merged to form this Office 



see$aGreat Britain.$xCommonwealth Office$a: Great 

Britain.$xForeign Office$z110  

7. British Ornithologists' Club See also British Ornithologists' Union  

British Ornithologists' Union See also British Ornithologists' Club  

910.20$aBritish Ornithologists' Club$xSee also$aBritish 

Ornithologists' Union$z710 

910.20/1$aBritish Ornithologists' Union$xSee 

also$aBritish Ornithologists' Club$z710  

8. Great Britain. Welsh Office. Cadw : Welsh Historic Monuments 

See Cadw : Welsh Historic Monuments 

Great Britain. Cadw : Welsh Historic Monuments See Cadw Welsh 

Historic Monuments Welsh Historic Monuments See Cadw : Welsh 

Historic Monuments  

Cadw : Welsh Historic Monuments Executive Agency See also 

Cadw : Welsh Historic Monuments 

910.10$aGreat Britain$cWelsh Office$cCadw : Welsh 

Historic Monuments$xSee$aCadw : Welsh Historic 

Monuments$z710  

910.10/1$aGreat Britain$cCadw : Welsh Historic 

Monuments$xSee$aCadw : Welsh Historic 

Monuments$z710  

910.10/2$aWelsh Historic Monuments$xSee$aCadw : 

Welsh Historic Monuments$z710 910.20/3$aCadw : Welsh 

Historic Monuments Executive Agency$xSee also$aCadw : 

Welsh Historic Monuments$z710  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 911 : Reference From a Corporate Name  

The 911 field is used to create a reference from one form of conference, meeting, 

exhibition or fair corporate name heading to another, preferred, form of heading. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a 
    

Entry element (first occurrence) 
Data following name from which reference is 
being made (second or subsequent occurrence)  

$c     Subdivision of conference, etc.  

$e     Addition to name other than number, location 
and date  

$i     Number (NR) 

$k     Date (NR) 

$j     Location (NR)  

$u     Title element (NR) 

$x     Referral element 

$z     Identification of field to which reference is 
being made 

Notes  

1. Each record begins with a subfield $a containing the entry 

element. The first subfield $x contains the text of the referral, 

e.g. See. A further $a introduces the data to which reference is 

being made. Subsequent occurrences of subfields $a or $x serve 

to introduce data which is intended to be typographically distinct 

from the earlier text, e.g. in italic.  

2. Non-filing characters occurring at the beginning of subfield $u are 

omitted.  

3. At least one subfield $z is present in the field. It contains the tag 

(and repeat and level if non-zero) of the field which generated 

the reference.  

4. No full stop is input immediately preceding the first occurrence of 

subfield code $x, nor is a full stop generated at output.  

BNB Practice 

Italicisation is used in BNBMARC records to distinguish between the entry element in the 

first subfield $a and the referral in the subfield $x which follows. Italicisation is also used 

to distinguish between the entry element of the term being referred to, and the text which 

follows in subsequent occurrences of the $a or $x subfields.  

 



Examples 

1. 2-D PAGE '91 (Conference : London, England) See International 

Meeting on Two-Dimensional Electrophoresis (1991 : London, 

England) 911.00$a2-D PAGE 

'91$eConference$jLondon, England$xSee$aInternational 

Meeting on Two-Dimensional Electrophoresis$x(1991 : 

London, England)$z111  

2. British National SF Convention (1995) See Confabulation 

(Conference : 1995) 

911.00$aBritish National SF 

Convention$k1995$xSee$aConfabulation$x(Conference : 

1995)$z711#  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 945 : Reference From a Title 

The 945 field is used for references from variant forms of uniform titles and from variant 

forms of titles of monographic series recorded in field 440 or 800-840. Other variant and 

related titles required as access points are recorded as added entry headings in fields 700-

745. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0       

  0-9 
  

Number of non-filing characters at the 
beginning of the first subfield  

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a 
    

Entry element (first occurrence) 
Data following name from which reference is 
being made (second or subsequent occurrence)  

$d     Medium of performance – music (NR) 

$e     Serial number – music (NR)  

$f     Opus or thematic index number – music (NR) 

$g     Number within opus – music (NR) 

$h     Key – music (NR) 

$j     Parenthetical identifying element 

$k     Arrangement - music (NR) 

$o     Year of imprint (NR) 

$p     Subheading (NR) 

$q     Version of Bible (NR) 

$r     Language (NR) 

$s     Part of work 

$x     Referral element 

$z     Identification of field to which reference is 
being made 

Notes  

1. Each record begins with a subfield $a containing the entry 

element. The first subfield $x contains the text of the referral, 

e.g. See. A further $a introduces the data to which reference is 

being made. Subsequent occurrences of subfields $a or $x serve 

to introduce data which is intended to be typographically distinct 

from the earlier text, e.g. in italic.  

2. At least one subfield $z is present in the field. It contains the tag 

(and repeat and level if non-zero) of the field which generated 

the reference.  

3. No full stop is input immediately preceding the first occurrence of 

subfield code $x, nor is a full stop generated at output.  

 

 



BNB Practice 

Italicisation is used in BNBMARC records to distinguish between the entry element in the 

first subfield $a and the referral in the subfield $x which follows. Italicisation is also used 

to distinguish between the entry element of the term being referred to, and the text which 

follows in subsequent occurrences of the $a or $x subfields.  

Examples 

1. Red book of Hergest See Llyfr coch Hergest. English 

945.00$aRed book of Hergest$xSee$aLlyfr coch 

Hergest.$xEnglish$z240  

2. Arabian nights. For separately published stories from this work 

see Ali Baba 

945.00$aArabian nights.$xFor separately published 

stories from this work see$aAli Baba$z240  

3. Holy Bible See Bible 

945.00$aHoly Bible$xSee$aBible$z640  

4. Lamentations (Book of the Bible) See Bible. O.T. Lamentations 

945.00$aLamentations$jBook of the Bible$xSee$aBible. 

O.T. Lamentations$z740  

5. Encyclopaedia Britannica See New encyclopaedia Britannica 

945.00$aEncyclopaedia Britannica$xSee$aNew 

encyclopaedia Britannica$z245  
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